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Custom EMF16 with RTD Temperature Probe
								        

Plug the RTD temperature probe into the 9-pin connector on 
the rear pannel of the EMF16 labeled AUX. The probe is a 
100 ohm RTD probe Omega part number PR-11-2-100-1/8-6-E with 
a custom connector installed.

The 16 half-cell inputs are wired to A/D Channel 1,
subchannels 1 through 16. That is the same as for a standard
EMF16. The temperature signal is wired to A/D channel 2, 
subchannel 1. To convert a voltage reading at that channel, 
call it vT, to resistance, use this formula:

Ohms = vT / ((5-vT) / 10000)

A piecewise linear representation of the RTD table for 
a range of temperatures between 0 and 50 degrees C is:

TempC= (ohms-100) / .388

That formula will work over a much larger temperature range, 
but errors of more than 0.1 degrees C will appear. To get best 
accuracy over a wider range, multiple piecewise linear 
segments can be used.

The EMF16 is adjusted to match an ideal probe. If maximum 
accuracy with any particular probe is required, fine
calibration as a post-processing step is recommended. 
 
The sheath of the RTD probe is not electrically connnected
so the placement of the RTD probe does not change the 
grounding requirements.

If the RTD probe is not plugged into the EMF16 AUX connector,
substitute the terminator plug supplied. Temperature will
read approximately zero degrees C with the terminator 
in place.

EMF16RTD Custom Software

EMF16RTD software is identical to the standard version, VB_201,
except for the temperature readout. If A/D channel 2, subchannel
1 is selected in the Setup, temperature will be displayed during
scanning in a box in the lower right.

Be sure to set the appropriate Com port in the lower left before
initializing. 4800 Baud is recommended. 

The log files will contain vT, not Temperature in degrees C, for
channel 2, subchannel 1. Use the formulas above to convert volts
to temperature.

NOTE: The Save Offesets function does not interact with the 
temperature probe readings.

The EMF16RTD software is available for download at:

http://www.lawsonlabs.com/Download/Manuals-Drivers/Model201/EMF16RTD/EMF16RTD.zip

Or, select FILETREE at Lawson Labs homepage in upper right, check 
the 201 box and download EMF16RTD.zip, the last file in the first 
major category.


